
In the 21st century, we are all connected. Population growth, mass 
urbanization, deforestation, climate change and increased travel 
have dramatically increased the risk that familiar diseases will 
spread and mutate, and new ones will emerge. As people enter 
new spheres of biodiversity, they come in closer contact with other 
species, increasing the risk of viruses jumping from animals to 
humans, and then spreading more widely.

Unseen Enemy is a feature-length documentary about the 
increased threat of epidemics. Moving around the globe, we 
meet our characters: doctors, disease detectives, everyday men 
and women. Everyone of them has stepped into the horror of an 
epidemic and emerged deeply changed.

The film opens with the threat and addresses why in the 21st 
century we are experiencing a rash of diseases that were once only 
outbreaks but have now become full blown epidemics. Over the 
course of the film we examine more deeply the various reasons 
why this is happening. The reasons are illuminated by three cases 
studies of current epidemics: Ebola, Influenza, and Zika, which are 
interwoven throughout the film. 

Through our verité work during the Ebola epidemic, we shed 
light on the human and economic costs of epidemics, the global 
hysteria, the poor international response, and how global inequity 
drives epidemics. 

Examining our yearly influenza epidemics and the history of major 
influenza pandemics, we learn that influenza is actually the disease 
most feared by experts. The 1918 influenza pandemic was the event 
that killed the most people in the last century, an estimated 50-100 
million. Even in a normal year, influenza is essentially a pandemic, 
affecting every major continent, and killing between 250,000 
and 500,000. And there are now new and more lethal strains of 
Influenza emerging, which have death rates as high as Ebola.  

Finally, through the recent Zika outbreak in Brazil we see how a 
disease that originated in Africa can now move across the world to 
Polynesia and then to Latin America, affecting the most vulnerable: 
pregnant women and young infants. And we learn how climate 
change and travel could bring Zika to new areas of the globe. 

Unseen Enemy makes it clear that epidemics bring out the best 
and worst of human behavior and that their effect goes far beyond 
the terrible tolls of sickness and death. Epidemics can rip apart 
economies and create social unrest. This film will illustrate how, as 
individuals, we are connected to any person, any animal, any insect 
on the planet that may have an infectious disease incubating in 
them. Everything on our planet is irrevocably connected. And that 
connection is either incredibly dangerous or a powerful force for 
good. It is our choice which of those becomes true.
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